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                                                    24 th July 2019 

"A tree is the best friend of man on earth." When we use trees respectfully and economically, 

we have one of the greatest resources on earth. Trees are rightfully called the 'lungs of the earth.' 

Life on earth would cease to exist in the absence of trees. Trees are responsible for sustaining the 

environment in several ways.Trees make life nicer. It has been shown that spending time among 

trees and green spaces reduces the amount of stress that we carry around with us in our daily 

lives.Hospital patients have been shown to recover from surgery more quickly when their hospital 

room offered a view of trees.Through careful planning trees can be an asset to your entire 

community. 

Tree lined streets have a traffic calming effect, traffic moves more slowly and safely.Trees 

offer many environmental benefits. Even though you may own the trees on your property your 

neighbors may benefit from them as well. Trees reduce the urban heat island effect through 

evaporative cooling and reducing the amount of sunlight that reaches parking lots and buildings. 

This is especially true in areas with large impervious surfaces, such as parking lots of stores and 

industrial complexes. Tree Planting Program is organized every year through the Department of 

Sports and Physical Education to create awareness among the students about pollution as well as the 

changing environment and related tree planting. In which the teachers, non-teaching staff and all the 

students of the college happily participate and plant trees. During the same tree planting program, 

some college players adopt planted trees and guarantee their care throughout the year.  

This tree planting program was also organized by the Department of Physical Education and 

Sports in the session 2018-19 on 24 th July 2018. All the faculty and non-teaching staff of the 

college as well as the Hon'ble Principal Dr. V.G.Thakre  enthusiastically participated in planting this 

tree in the college premises where necessary. There were shade trees like Neem, Purple Shevaga, 

Gulmohar. In this tree planting program, the principal of the college appreciated all the students for 

this innovative initiative and also gave special guidance on how to take care of the environment by 

celebrating this program with great vigor every year. Honorable Principal Dr. V.G.Thakre Along 

with, Head of Computer  Department Dr. Hemant Deshmukh   Sir and other professors was an 

inspiration for the students and they  noted  Well placed trees can reduce your cooling costs in the 

summer by shading the south and west sides of your home. Trees play an extremely important part in 

regulating the temperature and making the weather conditions conducive to rainfall. They take in 



carbon dioxide from the air, thereby purifying it, and release oxygen, which is essential to the 

sustenance of life. 

 List of participated students in program  

Kartiki anant ingole, Punam ramesh sadafalr,Kartiki anant Ingole,Ganraj gorknath mane,Prajwal 

rajabhau sawake,Saurabh saham kalmegh,Anup purushittam dahputr,Dhanajay santosh 

nakhle,Gaurav dipak thakrwade,Yash ravindr mankar,Rohit kilas rathod,Arpit santosh 

sawarkar,Vivek kirtrao roy,Sanket sudhakar vanjari, Ganraj gorknath mane,Prajwal rajabhau 

sawake,Saurabh saham kalmegh,Anup purushittam dahputr,Dhanajay santosh nakhle,Gaurav dipak 

thakrwade,Yash ravindr mankar,Abhay dilip mhajan,Anup purushootam  dhapute,Anand anant 

vighe,Sanket sudhakar vanjare,Gaurav dipak tekarwade,Vivek kirath raoyIshwari gajanan 

malsne,Runali iswar bambal,Pratiksha damodar pacharne,Sukhada Pradip Deshmukh,Sampada 

Pradip Deshmukh,Ashwini gajanan goswami, Prajwal gajanan khandare, Rohan purushootam 

chinchalkar,Tanish arvind bodhankar,Shshank santosh rukne,Amit ravi aloni,Nishchal ninad 

jinturkar,Aniket vithhal padalwar,Payal madusudan  parlikar,Radhika sanjay charate,Vaishnavi 

chandshekhar thakre,Vaishnavi ashok wankhade 

 

            

 


